
S.No. Application No. Reason for Not shortlisting

1 159

1. Btech in Electrical Engineering. Advertisement says BE/BTech in Electronics 

&

Communication Engineering 

2. Experience certificate not in prescribed format

3. Uploaded EWS certificate seems correct date, but not clearly readable

2 162

1. Uploaded provisional degree certificate from 2016 For BE/BTech mentions 

C(FAIR) grade, but not the percentage or first class, etc. No marks sheet is 

uploaded. 

2. Candidate has first class in diploma but not 3 years of experience as 

required for the post for entry via diploma

3. Exp cert not in prescribed format

3. All other documents in order

3 178
1. Certificate uploaded mentions 2nd class for btech

2. Exp certificate not in prescribed format

4 407
Experience certificate not uploaded

5 411 <1 Year exp, Less experience

6 435
Experience certificate not provided. Training in interior design may not be 

relevant to the post

7 601
CGPA in uploaded document = 5.5. Uploaded experience certificate only for 6 

months.

8
Experience certificate not uploaded.

CGPA 6.29, certificate mentions second division, and 62.9% effective

9 666 Recent graduate. Not enough exp

10 686 Provided exp certificate only for 11 months.

11 740 Btech 2nd class. 

12 758 Btech 2nd class

13 779 Not enough experience. Btech in EEE (advertisement asks for Btech ECE).

14 845
1. Experience certificate has not been provided. Offer letter has been 

provided instead.

15 904 1. This candidate does not have 1 year work experience.

16 938

1. Diploma is in EE, not in communication or signal processing.

2. Experience certificate is not in prescribed format.

3. Experience as 'Electrician' may not be relevant to the post applied for.

17 1012

1. BTech is not first class or higher.

2. Experience gained may not be relevant.

3. Experience certificate is not in correct format.

18 1026
1. Does not have prescribed educational qualifications.

2. Does not have 1 year relevant experience.

19 1161

1. Candidate has not uploaded information on BTech in ECE, or MSc in 

Electronics or Diploma in Communications/Signal Processing.

2. Experience certificate from 'Srikarthikeya Security Services' does not 

appear relevant.

Post: Junior Technician - Electrical Engineering 

Communications & Signal Processing

The following applications are not shortlisted for next stage of Selection
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S.No. Application No. Reason for Not shortlisting

20 1194

1. Degree certificate or Provisional Certificate or overall marksheet has not 

been provided.

2. Experience shown is only through Internships and Project as student. Can 

not be considered as experience gained for this post.

21 1207
1. BE/BTech is not in ECE.

2. Experience certificate is not prescribed format.

22 1218 1. Overage.

23 1238 1. BE/BTech is in Second Class.

24 1253
1. Diploma is in Electrical Engineering, with focus on power systems, not in 

communications/signal processing.

25 1256

1. Experience certificate is not in prescribed format, and does not include all 

relevant details (such as nature of work, and experience gained).

2. Experience certificates for Employment 1 and 3 not uploaded.

3. Employment certificate 2 is not from Punjab Technical University, but from 

'Security & Intelligent Services (India)'. This does not seem relevant, and 

hence, not considered.

4. Employment 4 is not work experience, but a course attended by the 

candidate. This is also not considered.

5. Employment 3 is related to Electrical Panels, this is not relevant to 

Communications and Signal Processing.

6. From the above points, this candidate does not have 1 year relevant 

experience.

26 1299

1. Experience certificate is not in prescribed format, and does not include all 

relevant details (such as nature of work, and experience gained).

2. Offer letter is provided instead of experience certificate.

27 1314

1. Experience certificate is not in prescribed format, and does not include all 

relevant details (such as nature of work, and experience gained).

2. Age is 35 years, 11 months, 7 days.

28 1500

Changes made in SSC certificate

NOC not in the prescribed format 

BTech in Electrical and Electronics Engineering, not in ECE as per uploaded 

certificate

29 1507 Exp certificate not submitted 

30 1524 Experience < 1 yr

31 1556
Multi-skill assistant exp not relevant. Other exp relevant, but does not cover 

the 3 year exp requirement for Diploma holders

32 1577

experience letter not in the format, but perhaps contains the relevant 

information

No relevant experience (software engineer)

33 1603
experience certificate not submitted ( offer letter submitted), also BTech not 

ECE (Instrumentation)

34 1655 shortage of experience, only offer letter provided

35 1676

Above age limit, but SC. Advertisement does not have any vancancies for this 

post.

1. experience certificate not in correct format, 2.only MTech (among 

academic) certificate provided

36 1759 Exp letter not in prescribed format. Exceeds age limit

37 1824 Exp letter not in prescribed format. Exceeds age limit

38 1866
Exp certificate not submitted for emp 1. If exclude that, then not enough 

experience
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S.No. Application No. Reason for Not shortlisting

39 1893
1. BE in Instrumentation Technology, not in ECE as required

2. Exp letter not in prescribed format

40 1923
Exp letter not in prescribed format

Experience as software engineer not relevant

41 1937
1. exp certificate not submitted for emp 1 (submitted pay slip)

2.Exp letter not in prescribed format

42 1174

1. Btech in EE, not ECE as required

2. Exp certificate has lot of typos, but otherwise valid. 

3. Exp letter not in prescribed format

Note : 

1) The not shortlisted applicant (s) may submit their Discrepancies/Grieviences, if any, by using the link sent to the applicants 

registered email id.

2) Deadline for submission of Discrepancies/Grieviences : on or before 5.30 PM on 10.12.2021.

3. No submission of extra documents are allowed.

4.IITH reserves the right to determine the relevance of any professional experience to the post applied.

5. Mere submission of grievance(s) shall not confer any right to the applicant for acceptance of candidature or cannot be 

construed as an acknowledgement of fulfilling the eligibility criterion, which is subject to examination of the Review 

Committee for the purpose.

6. Decision of the Review Committee will be final and binding on the matter.

7. Applicants are advised to visit the institute website regularly for further updates.
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